NavBox® offers seamless and fully automatic data distribution to ensure that your vessel is always compliant and up-to-date. Installed as a hardware box for integration into the bridge network, it will automatically deliver all types of navigational data such as:

ENC, ADP, AENP, NavArea Warnings, Weather Data, e-Publication Reader and MARPOL.

**STRONGER CYBER SECURITY ON BOARD**

A DNV GL Type Approved IEC 61162-460 Gateway enhance the cyber security of your bridge network, protects the ECDIS and secures the delivery and exchange of your navigational data.

98% OF OUR CUSTOMERS SAY that the management of digital charts and publications became easier and more effective after changing to NAVTOR®

*Source: NAVTOR Customer Satisfaction Survey 2018*
Seamless updating with the NavBox®

OPTIMIZE USAGE OF DATA
With optimal compression and smart solutions NavBox® help shipping companies reduce costs related to Satellite Internet usage at sea.

NO MORE DVD SHIPMENTS
NavBox® ensures full seamless, automatic distribution and updating of navigational data to keep your fleet compliant and updated at all times.

AIS TRACKING FEATURE
By connecting NavBox® to the vessel’s AIS signal, nearby AIS targets around the vessel will be visible in NavTracker® for shore-based teams.

A FLEXIBLE PRICE MODEL THAT SUITS YOUR COMPANY
Choose between a monthly subscription fee or a one-off purchase.
navtor.com